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theory of change



The Methleys -- Chapel Allerton, Leeds, 1996





Heads Together :  Methleys, Leeds





The Methleys -- Chapel Allerton, Leeds, 1996

£1500 cost  turf 
Leeds City Council's leisure 
department, Shell's Better 
Britain project and the 
pressure group Transport 
2000. 





£35m
Home 
Zone





Home Zone Scheme --
£30m







ownership

population stability

economic value

security

fun



bored children in a neighbourhood

street cinema week

grassing-over of street for 2 weeks

home-zone

symptom of wider issues

buying time

opening up the imagination
prompting discussion
getting publicity

social connections

property value



Colombia map and images























   

The fundamental assumptions underlying any change in a human system are derived originally 
from Kurt Lewin (1947). (Schein, 2010: 299)

             
           

             
             

            
           
              

                
              

          
            

            
            

             
               

                  
                
          

                 
 
             

                 
                  

                
             

                 
             

             
             

               
                

             
          

              
              

         

unfreeze change refreeze

Figure 1. Change as three steps.

theory of change

Cummings, S., Bridgman, T., & Brown, K. G. (2016) 
Unfreezing change as three steps: Rethinking Kurt 
Lewin’s legacy for change management. human
relations, 69(1), 33-60.



          

 
 

 

                     
              

                 
                  

                
                   

                

 

Figure 1: Need: Children are falling behind at school because of 
problems at home 
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Kail, A., & Lumley, T. (2012). Theory of change: The
beginning of making a difference. New Philanthropy
Capital.



behaviour
change





choice
architecture



choice
architecture

behavioural
economics
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how can you
’unlock’ new
conceptions
of value?



reflexive design



(white boxing)

alienated objects
black boxing



Latour, Bruno and Steve. Woolgar (1979) 
Laboratory Life, The Social Construction of 
Scientific Facts, London: Sage.

It is as if objects have to be ‘black boxed’ (to use 
the language of science and technology studies) 
– as having crusty physical boundaries 
generated by an unknowable physical interior –
for fear that, once opened, they will behave 
more like a Pandora’s box, issuing formless 
spectres. 

Slater, Don (2002) ‘Markets, Materiality and the “New Economy”‘, in J. 
Stanley Metcalfe and Alan Warde (eds) Market Relations and the 
Competitive Process. Manchester: Manchester University Press, pp. 
95–113.



einar sneve martinussen













brand
communities

’getting close to 
customers’



brand
communities

’getting close to 
customers’



infrastructuring



infrastructuring
(white boxing)

v

alienated objects
(black boxing)



Infrastructuring entangles and intertwines 
activities at project time (e.g., selection, 
design, development, deployment, and 
enactment) with everyday professional 
activities at use time (e.g., mediation, 
interpretation, and articulation), as well as 
with further design in use (e.g., adaptation, 
appropriation, tailoring, re-design, and 
maintenance) (Bjögvinsson, Ehn and 
Hillgren 2012b: 108).



‘the challenge of design as ongoing and as 
anticipation or envisioning of potential 
design that takes place in use after design 
in a specific project’ (Bjögvinsson, Pelle
Ehn, Hillgren (2012b: 104) 



Need for long-term infrastructuring where 
relationships continue despite non-objects 
-- that is, that a service design project 
instigates a conversation and relationships 
that can be on-going beyond the 'life' of the 
social design project. 

[this makes impact very difficult to 
evaluate]
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re-framing





themed marathon:  exposing runners and families
to technological, and cultural resources



contextual 
transposition



like re-framing 
but of solutions 

to other issues or 
contexts





hitchhiking into 
the healthcare 

system
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mode 3; 2-stage       
research



RESTARTING
BRITAIN 2
RESTARTING
BRITAIN 2
DESIGN AND PUBLIC SERVICES

MEETING NEEDS
SAVING MONEY
HUMANISING SERVICES
ENGAGING CITIZENS

Commission
A report by the Design Commission



http://protopublics.org



http://protopublics.org



http://protopublics.org

stakeholder expectatio
ns



http://protopublics.org

mode 3 ; 2 stage



Gibbons, M., Limoges, C., Nowotny, H., 
Schwartzman, S., Scott, P. and Trow, M. (1994) 
The New Production of Knowledge:  The Dynamics 
of Science and Research in Contemporary 
Societies. London: Sage. 

mode 1



Gibbons, M., Limoges, C., Nowotny, H., 
Schwartzman, S., Scott, P. and Trow, M. (1994) 
The New Production of Knowledge:  The Dynamics 
of Science and Research in Contemporary 
Societies. London: Sage. 

mode 2



mode 3



?



stage 2stage 1



a) identifying socio-material 
practices 

b) anticipating future research 
activities

c) identifying stakeholders

d) surfacing bureaucratic logics of 
research

e) bringing multiple narratives and 
logics into view 

stage 1



a) research re-worked

b) outcomes better understood 

c) valorisation practices and 
processes further identified 

d) unintended consequences 
continue to emerge

stage 2



a) research re-worked

b) outcomes better understood 

c) valorisation practices and 
processes further identified 

d) unintended consequences 
continue to emerge

stage 2
a) identifying socio-material 

practices 

b) anticipating future research 
activities

c) identifying stakeholders

d) surfacing bureaucratic logics of 
research

e) bringing into multiple narratives 
and logics

stage 1



tactics or 
strategies



De Certeau, M., 
Jameson, F., & Lovitt, C. 
(1980). On the
oppositional practices of 
everyday life. Social Text, 
(3), 3-43.

This content downloaded from 86.153.19.47 on Mon, 05 Mar 2018 12:12:36 UTC
All use subject to http://about.jstor.org/terms



strategies

belong to states, economic 
power and scientific rationality

tactics

improvised in their nature and take 
advantage of all opportunities at hand



strategies

belong to states, economic 
power and scientific rationality

tactics

improvised in their nature and take 
advantage of all opportunities at hand

           
    



strategies

belong to states, economic 
power and scientific rationality

tactics 

improvised in their nature and take 
advantage of all opportunities at hand

           
    



strategies

belong to states, economic 
power and scientific rationality

territory

tactics 

improvised in their nature and take 
advantage of all opportunities at hand

temporality
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how might ’reflexive
design’ be used to 
consolidate value and 
exchange in non-
monetary economic
practices?

how can you
’unlock’ new
conceptions
of value?

how might re-
framing be used to 
shift the locus of 
value?

how might
contextual
transposition
produce new
economic and 
social relations?

is ’theory of 
change’ a way of 
bringing tactics
and strategies
together?






